
Ring and void analysis of carbon fiber microstructure 

“cf_analyze” is a C++ program that can identify hybridization state, rings and voids in a carbon 

fiber microstructure. Additional details about input and output files can be found in “README” 

that is present in “cf_analyze” folder. Below is the brief description about the methods used in the 

program and how to run the program. 

The input microstructure should be in “xyz” format. After reading the structure, the entire 

computational cell is discretized into small bins. Each bin is then populated with atoms based on 

their xyz positions.  

Hybridization and ring analysis: 

For hybridization and ring analysis, the code calculates the nearest neighbors of each carbon atom 

using user defined interatomic cut_off distance. Since calculating interatomic distance between 

each pair of atom can be computationally very expensive, nearest neighbors are searched only in 

the bin to which an atom belongs and in the adjacent bins. The hybridization state is then 

determined by counting number of carbon neighbors. Ring analysis is performed using Depth First 

Search algorithm (DFS). The maximum ring size is restricted to 9. 

Void analysis: 

The threshold (in terms of minimum number of atoms) for identifying/tagging a bin as empty is 

provided by the user. A void is defined as a cluster of two or more adjacent empty bins. To identify 

size of a void, modified Bresenham’s line search algorithm is used.  

More details about the methods and algorithm can be found in the manuscript. 

The program directory (named cf_analyze, produced after unzipping the tar ball) contains two 

folders, “src” and “examples”. The “src” directory contains the source code files and “examples” 

folder contains two test cases. Following compilation instructions are valid only on Linux system.  

Compilation the code: 

The “cf_analyze” folder contains a Makefile. To obtain an executable, enter into “cf_analyze” 

folder and type “make” at the prompt. If the compilation is successful, an executable named 

“cf_analyze” will be generated in the same folder. The program needs C++11 or higher version of 

C++ compiler for successful compilation. 

Running the code: 

“cd” into the directory which contains input files. For running the code,  

1. Copy-paste “cf_analyze” executable in the same directory as input files. Then type 

“./cf_analyze” to run the code. All output files will be generated in the same directory. 

2. Add directory path of “cf_analyze” executable into $PATH variable. Then type 

“cf_analyze” from the directory which contains input files. The output files will be 

generated in the same directory as input files.  



(For large structures (≈ 300,000 atoms), the ring analysis can take as long as 30 minutes for single 

frame).  

XRD analysis of carbon fiber microstructure 

To calculate the structure factor or XRD diffraction profile with histogram technique use the 

Fortan 90 code provide in the XRD.tar.gz archive. 

Compilation of the code: 

Extract the files from the archive and compile the code with GNU or Intel Fortan 90 compiler. If 

you use the *nix file system, you can use the Makefile provided together with the code. 

Running the code 

1.  Make sure that the executable file (*.exe), md.rc, md.input and your atomic position 

coordinates file are located in the same directory.  

2. Edit md.rc file to include the actual name of your coordinates file (UNIT 15), desirable 

name for the output radial distribution function file (UNIT 16), and desirable name for 

the output structure function file (UNIT 17). Please make sure to keep the unit numbers 

unchanged.  

3. In the md.input file one can set number of the maximum number of bins, NB, in the 

reciprocal space and step of each bin, K_del (in inverse angstroms, but can be 

recalculated to degrees, see below) and thus set maximum desirable value of scattering 

angle, i.e. 2θmax =  𝐍𝐁 ∗ 𝐊_𝐝𝐞𝐥 .  

4. Parameter Nbins determines how precisely radial distribution function is calculated. 

Increasing the Nbins value will increase precision as well as computational cost. To 

switch between degrees and inverse angstroms change the value of UNITFLAG 

variable. When the cutoff radius is set with variable Rcell one determines the maximum 

distance between two atoms which is still accounted for when calculating radial 

distribution function (RDF). Note, that if this value exceeds the minimum system’s 

dimension divided by two than the latter is used. Dummy variable WFLAG determines 

whether or not window function is to be used. In the present version of the code, the 

window function has a form of  
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Dummy variable AFACTORFLAG determines whether or not atomic scattering 

factor is to be applied. Note: In the present version, only atomic factor for carbon 

is supported. Variable LAMBDA is X-Ray source wavelength in angstroms, which is 

only necessary if you use degrees as units, i.e. if UNITFLAG = 1. The default value 

corresponds to the Cu K−𝛼 line.  



5. The input format of the coordinate file which is expected is as follows. First line must 

be the number of atoms in the system. Lines (2) – (4) must be left and right boundaries 

for x, y and z dimensions respectively. All the line below line (4) are atomic positions, 

organized as follows: atomic type  x coordinate  y coordinate 

 z coordinate 

In general, the coordinates file must have the following structure: 

(1) Number of atoms 

(2) x𝑚𝑖𝑛 x𝑚𝑎𝑥, y𝑚𝑖𝑛 y𝑚𝑎𝑥, z𝑚𝑖𝑛 z𝑚𝑎𝑥 

(3) C 𝑥1 𝑦1 𝑧1 

(4) C 𝑥2 𝑦2 𝑧2 

…… 

 


